
 

In this slightly longer blog post, I will list out a few great websites for learning to read. Here are a few of the best websites for
people who want to learn how to read English. Most of them are free and easy-to-access. Getting Started: English Reading Book
for Beginners Free Online by TeachEnglishUS - this is a free online source where you can get practice with reading and writing
in English from beginning levels all the way up to advanced levels. This website has free lessons available which can be found
under "Practices" or "Lessons. It also has a lot of other great features such as: A Post Office with over 20,000 registered users.
Pals will write to you and you can write back! (And if you're really good and show that you're improving your English, maybe
your pal will send you a cute little picture!) There's also a Rate My Pic section where Pals can rate pictures that people send in.
And there's even a section for stories and jokes to read and enjoy! The site is full of games such as Tic Tac Toe, Hangman or
Spelling Bee. The site has over 150 books in its online library. As well as lots of other great features! Learning to Read English -
Free Online English Reading Practice by Better2Learn - Better2Learn is a fun and free way to improve your English reading
and writing skills. The website also includes a lot of really good resources for learning how to speak, read, and write in English.
The resources include free online lessons, free reading practice book, vocabulary lists with audio recordings for each word and
phrase, grammar sheets, pronunciation guides as well as interactive games. One of the many nice features is that you can hear
how the words should sound by clicking on the underlined words on some of the pages. With Better2Learn you can practice
reading at your own pace. The site is split into three levels: Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced. Each level has a weekly
article with exercises to do to help you learn how to read and write better in English. To start off, click on the "Start Reading"
link on the homepage or go directly to the beginner level of the site by clicking here: http://better2learn.com/beginner The
intermediate level is here: http://better2learn.com/intermediate And the advanced level is here: http://better2learn.
com/advanced The site also has a lot of other great features such as: - Start and finish an article whenever you want and do the
exercises in any order. - Easy grammar explanations, translations and example sentences. - Recorded pronunciations for every
word and phrase. - Practice matching pictures with English words. - Learn how to spell new words by unscrambling letters using
the phonetic alphabet.
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